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HIGH-STEPPING SEASON SENDS SPARKS FLYING WITH FRESH
APPROACHES
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THE 1985-86 Bay Area concert season that just wound down posed questions, answered some
of them and above all maintained the area's imposing position in championing the cutting edge
of new music.

Some of the past season's music, new and not so new, made news, and the dance world made
its contribution, too:

New music

The year's most significant innovation was the robotic dance "Invisible Cities." It failed in its
function, but pointed the way toward a new dance form encompassing robotic movement. After
massive fund raising, more than a year's work and gray hairs on every one except the robot
(dubbed Howard), the dance piece made its debut at Stanford University in December. Brenda
Way's dance company ODC worked around a solitary robot arm that undulated to Michael
McNabb's new computer-music score.

It was a crude first, but the performance was completed without breakdown or injury, though
much curtailed from the original scenario. Way, engineer Gayle Curtis and collaborators
managed to make the ungainly robot graceful. Still to be resolved are the complexity of
programming the simplest robot movements (still prohibitively time-consuming), the precise
synchronization of the motions to musical beats, and the difficulties of using several robots and
rolling robots.

(A second performance is scheduled at the University of California at Berkeley at 8 p.m. Friday
and Saturday in Zellerbach Hall.)

San Jose State's CADRE, a festival of computer-assisted arts that has evolved into a biennial
outpouring, fell far short of its ambitions because of a shortfall in grants. However, it exhibited
myriad bubbling, blinking artworks and presented shirt-sleeve workshops and demonstrations
by top synthesizer professionals. For the grand finale, it seized the Center for the Performing
Arts for a concert highlighting Morton Subotnick's sophisticated integration of portable-
computer music with live sextet titled "The Key to Songs."

The funky, high-flying Kronos Quartet breathes fresh air into the mustiest crannies of the
string-quartet milieu. Its six-concert series at San Francisco's Herbst Theater is often electric in
its energy, drawing animated audiences to its premieres of living composers. In its eight years
of high-gear playing with its present personnel, this ensemble has performed a staggering total
of 400 works -- a fresh, wet-ink repertory worthy of that book by Mr. Guinness.

The local Paul Dresher Ensemble with actor-tenor Rinde Eckert presented a new form of
theater-opera at Stanford with the group-composed double bill, "Slow Fire" and "Was Are/ Will






